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ABSTRACT 

Rocket engine nozzle is a propelling nozzle used to expand and accelerate 

the combustion gases produced by burning propellants so that the exhaust gases exit the 

nozzle at hypersonic velocities. In this work rocket nozzle designed using CATIA 

software. Due to high temperature from nozzle exit the existing metal part is replaced by 

the carbon fibre reinforced SiC material. For the missile, thickness of the present nozzle 

is being reduced and all the resins present to it are eliminated to reduce the weight of the 

solid missile. ANSYS FLUENT software has been employed to carry out the thermal 

analysis of the nozzle. This work concluded that the new material with stand the 

temperature up to 25000ºC and the rocket metal parts were not affected. 
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1. Introduction 

Driving nozzles are utilized as a part of a rocket motors they are utilized to extend 

and quicken the ignition gasses delivered by consuming fuels with the goal that the fumes 

gasses leave the nozzle at hypersonic speeds. In this work finding of suitable composite 

material for nozzle and protection material to be mounted over the nozzle with the goal 

that the high temperature blazes does not influence the rocket engine mounted above it. 

Carbon-silicon Carbide being utilized for this work [1,2].  

In this work a short presentation and clarification about the past analyses that are 

identified with our venture are displayed. Some of these are identified with the nozzles.  

CFD investigation of weight and temperature for a rocket nozzle with four 

channels at Mach 2.1 is broke down with the assistance of familiar programming. At the 

point when the fuel and air enter in the ignition chamber as indicated by the x and y plot, 

it is consuming because of high speed and temperature and afterward temperature 

increments quickly in burning chamber and joined piece of the nozzle and after that 

temperature diminishes in the leave some portion of the nozzle. It was deduced in this 

paper four delta rocket nozzle is having preferable execution over single gulf and two bay 

as observed from the past research work done [3]. In their work, a few nozzle ideas that 

guarantee a pick up in execution over existing ordinary nozzles are talked about in this 

paper. It is demonstrated that noteworthy execution picks up result from the adjustment 

of the fumes stream to the encompassing weight. Extraordinary consideration is then 

given to height versatile nozzle ideas, which have recently received new enthusiasm for 

the space business. What's more, consequences of previous research on nozzles of double 
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mode motors, for example, double throat and double expander motors and on expansion– 

avoidance nozzles are indicated [4]. When all is said in done, stream adjustment actuates 

stuns and extension waves, which result in leave professional. Less that is very unique in 

relation to admired one-dimensional suppositions. Stream marvels saw in tests and 

numerical reproductions amid various nozzle operations are featured, basic plan 

viewpoints and operation conditions are talked about, and execution attributes of chose 

nozzles are exhibited [5]. 

Abrasive water suspension stream (AWSJ) machining process is being used 

progressively in mechanical applications. It is a nontraditional machining process and 

includes complex mechanics. A nozzle is required to perform grating water suspension 

stream machining for material evacuation with the assistance of high speed of water 

suspension fly [6,7]. The principle issue of AWSJ machining process is nozzle wear amid 

the procedure. The wear relies upon different parameters, for example, water fly 

attributes, rough size and nozzle geometry, and so on. The nozzle wear isn't completely 

seen tentatively; additionally the uncontrolled nozzle wear can influence the adequacy 

and surface complete acquired through the AWSJ machining process. In the present 

work, the impact of geometrical parameters of single step nozzle and rough size on skin 

grating coefficient at the mass of nozzle because of divider shear stress and stream exit 

dynamic vitality has been investigated by ANSYS programming. This investigation is 

absolutely relies upon nozzle geometry and nozzle material is taken same for all cases. 

This investigation can be profoundly useful for understanding nozzle wear amid the 

AWSJ machining process [8, 9].  

A few nozzle ideas that guarantee a pick up in execution over existing customary 

nozzles are talked about in this paper. It is demonstrated that huge execution picks up 

result from the adjustment of the fumes stream to the surrounding weight. Extraordinary 

consideration is then given to height versatile nozzle ideas, which have as of late gotten 

new enthusiasm for the space business. Ebb and flow investigate comes about are 

displayed for double ringer nozzles and different nozzles with gadgets for constrained 

stream detachment and for plug nozzles with outside free stream extension. Moreover, 

consequences of previous research on nozzles of double mode motors, for example, 

double throat and double expander motors and on expansion– location nozzles are 

demonstrated [10,11]. As a rule, stream adjustment incites stuns and extension waves, 

which result in exit prles that are very not quite the same as admired one-dimensional 

suppositions. Stream wonders saw in tests and numerical recreations amid various nozzle 

operations are featured, basic outline viewpoints and operation conditions are talked 

about, and execution attributes of chose nozzles are displayed [12]. 

A rocket nozzle is a mechanical gadget which is intended to control the rate of 

stream, speed, bearing and weight of stream that fumes through it. There are different 

sorts of rocket nozzles which are utilized relying on the mission of the rocket. This paper 

contains examination over a merged disparate rocket nozzle which is performed by 

fluctuating the quantity of divisions in work. Likewise the different shapes of nozzle like 

Cell Equiangular skew, Cell Reynolds number, weight, speed, mach number. In this work 

figured at each sort of work utilizing CFD investigation programming ANSYS Fluent 

[13-15]. Idea of Altitude versatile rocket nozzles as of late got more noteworthy 

significance and enthusiasm for the space investigations and other such applications in 

space and rocket innovation. The operations unwavering quality of rocket launcher and 
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the earth to circle rocket dispatch are the significant for the space transportation later on. 

The execution of the motor segments, for example, the power plant and the push 

conveyance of the motor, for example, nozzles are in redesign for the more noteworthy 

execution and relevance for complex space applications [16]. In the current advance of 

the burning development framework the rocket nozzles are significantly modified from 

both application and outline viewpoints. One of such advancement is the double ringer 

nozzle. The particular application reason outlines are tried tentatively and actualized yet 

the vast scale advancement must be conceivable if the summed up plan parameters can be 

recommended. The outcome demonstrates the variety in the Mach number, weight, 

temperature dissemination and turbulence force [17].  

Aviation nozzles are being considered in the advancement of the Single Stage to 

Orbit propelling vehicles on account of their conspicuous highlights and elevation 

repaying qualities. In any case, this issue can be enormously mitigated in an enhanced 

rendition of the truncated spike that presents a "base drain". This paper exhibits the 

streamlined highlights execution attributes and points of interest and burdens [18]. At the 

point when stream partition and side-stack conduct is explored for various nozzle ideas or 

when plan contemplations for cutting edge nozzle ideas are tentatively screened, the 

underlying exploratory exertion is for the most part restricted to subscale tries different 

things with astounding diagnostics. Exhibited by comes about because of hot-terminating 

tests with Vulcain subscale nozzles, it is demonstrated that a geometrical scaling is 

workable for comparative hot-gas stream properties. These test outcomes, got with a 40-

kN push chamber at delegate burning chamber operation conditions, are exhibited and 

examined in detail [19]. 

A nozzle is utilized to give the course to the gasses leaving the burning chamber. 

Nozzle is a tube with variable cross-sectional territory. In this work CATIA is utilized for 

planning the nozzle and familiar 6.3 is utilized for examining the streams in the nozzle. 

Numerical examination has been directed to comprehend the wind streams in a cone 

shaped nozzle at various difference degrees of point utilizing two dimensional 

axisymmetric models, which settles the overseeing conditions by a control volume 

technique. The nozzle geometry facilitates are taken by utilizing of strategy for qualities 

which generally intended for DE Laval nozzle. The present examination is gone for 

exploring the supersonic stream in cone like nozzle for Mach number 3 at different 

dissimilarity level of point. The throat width and delta breadth is same for all nozzles 

with different disparity level of points. The stream is mimicked utilizing familiar 

programming. The stream parameters like weight, region of nozzle at exit are 

characterized before the recreation. The outcome demonstrates the variety in the Mach 

number, weight, temperature dispersion and turbulence power [20, 21].  

 

The double ringer rocket nozzle was first proposed in 1949, offering a potential 

change in rocket nozzle execution over the customary chime nozzle. However the double 

chime nozzle has still not been sufficiently tried in an applicable flight condition. Gives 

wants to future flights to evaluate the outer stream field of the plane close to the nozzle 

analyze, and in addition points of interest on the theoretical outline for the double ringer 

nozzle cool stream charge nourish framework combination inside the NASA F-15 

Propulsion Flight Test Fixture. The flow think about demonstrates that this idea of flight 
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inquire about is possible, and could bring about significant flight information for the 

double chime nozzle [22-26].  

 

Generally, carbon strands exhibit a high measure of dynamic surface social 

occasions to fabricate the connection with the polymer cross section. Thusly, the use of 

as-got strands (without any coatings) prompts strong fiber/lattice bondings in the carbon 

fiber fortified plastic (CFRP) composite, measured similarly as high interlaminar shear 

qualities (ILSS). Normal ILSS-values for bidirectionally braced CFRP composites used 

as preforms for the LSI-process are in the extent of 40– 50 MPa. A warm treatment of the 

carbon strands going before their use into the polymer arrange de-incites the fiber 

surfaces what's more, decreases the FMB in the polymer sort out. Revealing the strands 

in torpid condition at temperatures past 600º C clears the utilitarian surface social 

occasions of the fibers to a particular degree, coming to fruition in diminished holding 

powers in the fiber-matrix interphase. In the midst of siliconization significantly more 

silicon conversely with composites with untreated fibers is absorbed, achieving higher 

densities. As there is no covering of the fibers used, the liquid silicon can react with a 

huge bit of the strands. This declines the store bearing limit of the strands fundamentally 

and the break direct of the composite ends up being more similar to that of strong ceramic 

generation [27, 28]. 

Composite materials are developing in the quantity of utilizations using them as 

upgrades are made to assembling methods and accessibility of crude materials. 

Composites comprise of two sections: a network and a strengthening material. The 

framework is intended to exchange the heap to the fortifying material (filaments), to 

ensure the strands, keep up the fiber introduction, and keep the filaments isolated from 

each other. The fortifying material is intended to convey the heap and give the quality 

and solidness required for basic applications. In any case, composites are costly and 

require broad outline and examination time because of negligible well-demonstrated plan 

rules. Temperature limits, harm weakness, low pliability, and assembling times are 

components to consider when planning with composites. The accompanying areas give 

foundation into composites their fiber sorts, lattice sorts, normal tests and manufacture 

strategies. All the more particularly, thermoplastic composites will be talked about with 

respect to manufacture, mechanical properties, and concoction properties.  

C/C– SiC composites utilizing a 2D fiber engineering is connected with a fiber 

introduction parallel to the grating surface [29]. The circles were tried against stack of an 

indistinguishable earthenware material from no customarily accessible cushion material 

managed the high temperatures. This tribological framework brought about surface 

temperatures of more than 1000 ◦C, high coefficients of contact (CoF) and impressively 

low wear rates. In any case, these original C/C– SiC composites were not appropriate for 

a modern use in brake circles and cushions, as they were excessively costly, making it 

impossible to deliver and their CoF was not sufficiently steady. Subsequently, C/C– SiC 

composites and adjusted procedures must be created to enhance these CMC materials for 

their appropriateness in elite slowing mechanisms. Distinctive C/C– SiC composites have 

been produced by different makers, all portrayed by low porosities (lower than 6%), high 

fiber volume substance (higher than 30%) and direct mechanical properties. Table 1 

outlines the present status of the mechanical and thermo-physical properties of short fiber 

fortified C/C– SiC composites, accessible in the open writing, in correlation with dim 
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cast iron and carbon/carbon materials [29]. Because of the diverse fired and fiber portions 

of the composites, the properties shift in a wide range. On the off chance that higher 

mechanical properties are required, e.g. in brake linings of lifts and cranes, a two-

dimensional fiber support is favored. The ignition gasses are delivered by consuming 

forces, so the fumes gasses exit from the nozzle at hypersonic speeds and arrangement of 

rocket engine above nozzle in a way that high temperatures from nozzle is influencing the 

metal piece of the rocket engine. In order to avoid high temperature impact on metal part 

we are supplanting with new material and furthermore upgrading the nozzle with 

diminishing thickness , We need to locate a material for protection so the metal piece of 

rocket engine does not get influenced because of high temperature (around 2500ºC). 

In this work design of a nozzle for the missile which is 7 mm thick which replaces 

20 mm thick nozzle that is presently being used and all the resins present to it are 

eliminated to reduce the weight of the solid missile. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The material chose for nozzle is C-Si-C (Carbon Silicon Carbide) the properties of the 

carbon silicon carbide is they can oppose temperature up to 2500ºC which is 500ºC more 

than the temperature inside the nozzle. In this work Si-Phenolic as the protection 

material, keeping Si-Phenolic properties. At first protection outline without split was 

composed utilizing CATIA. Because of which there existed an issue in adjustment of the 

metal part and gathering had turned out to be convoluted. The 2D model of the rocket 

nozzle is changed over into three dimensional outline utilizing CATIA V5 and strong 

works. For the evacuation of ablative sap, protection was acquainted with maintain a 

strategic distance from high temperatures affecting metal part. Figure 1 demonstrates the 

rocket nozzle utilized for this examination. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Rocket nozzle 

 

3. Development of Missile Nozzle 

    Figure 2 shows the 2D drawing of existing design used for rocket engine. 
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Figure 2 Existing nozzle used in rocket 

As the part has separately manufactured there is need of high precision in 

manufacturing. If the number of parts increased, there will be more need of assembly 

parts which indeed increases the weight of total missile. Figure 3 shows the three 

dimensional model. 

 

 
Figure 3 3D model of rocket nozzle 

 

4. New Design with Nozzle and Throat  

Figure 4 demonstrates the presentation of protection in the nozzle. CFD could be 

connected to any procedure which includes transport marvels with it. To take care of a 

designing issue one can influence utilization of different strategies to like the explanatory 

technique, exploratory strategies utilizing models. The logical technique is extremely 

confused and troublesome. The test techniques are exorbitant. In the event that any 

mistakes in the outline were identified amid the model testing, another model is to be 

made highlighting all the possible blunders and again tried. This is a tedious and a cost-
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expending process. The presentation of Computational Fluid Dynamics has conquered 

this trouble and also upset the field of designing. In CFD an issue is reenacted in 

programming and the vehicle conditions related with the issue is numerically tackled with 

PC help that will help us to foresee the consequences of an issue before any 

experimentation. 

 
Figure 4 Introduction of insulation 

The previous design has the complications such as nozzle and throat parts were different, 

no insulation was present and metal parts were directly exposed. Complications involved 

in the nozzle and throat part different are: High amount of CHAR material than Virgin 

material and material cannot withstand back phase temperature. Figure 5 shows the 

modified rocket nozzle. 
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Figure 5 Modified rocket nozzle 

Nozzle thickness was reduced to 7 mm and the nozzle and throat parts were made 

single part made of same material. Insulation was introduced and the total weight of the 

parts got reduced. Design of support ring and Rocasin Rubber was changed. Metal part 

remained same as we are not supposed to make any modifications to it. 

5. Simulation of Convergent Divergent Nozzle  

The ANSYS FLUENT software was used for the analysis and a two-dimensional 

geometry of the nozzle was created first using the Geometry workbench of ANSYS. The 

inlet boundary conditions of the nozzle along with its dimensions were chosen from [11] 

and are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Nozzle specification and boundary condition 
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The accompanying errand was to work the geometry made. The made geometry 

was transported in to the cross segment workbench. The work used was tetrahedral work. 

The face-mapped agreeing decision was used to the geometry with a particular ultimate 

objective to avoid the assurance bumbles. The work was refined to a thorough round of 

addressing using the refinement option of the workbench. In the wake of cross segment, 

the inlet and the center points were named. This fit geometry is directly transported in to 

the FLUENT workbench and figure 6 depicts the fit model. 

 

Figure 6 Meshed model of the modified nozzle 

With a maximum temperature of 1407°F, the maximum temperature is found in an area 

reserved for pressure ports which are furthest away any water cooling or propellant flow. 

The maximum heat flux to the water circuit is less than half of the critical heat flux 

providing adequate margin for testing. The coolant side wall temperature for the RP-1 

circuit is below the design coking limit. The maximum TAN injector temperature without 

any TAN propellant is predicted to be 1265°F, which is depicted in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7 CFD analysis of rocket engine nozzle 

 

 

6. Results and Discussion 

The nozzle was overhauled utilizing CATIA and warm examination has been carried out 

utilizing Ansys Fluent programming. The material chose for this examination is carbon 

fiber strengthened silicon carbide. By diminishing the thickness of the nozzle, it lessens 

the vibration while get together. Silica phenol was chosen as protecting material. Rocasin 

elastic has been chosen for help ring in the outline. The current protector material 

(ablative gum) has no effect as the thickness of the nozzle. There is a shot of softening of 

when it comes to the focused on point. Thus the ablative sap was supplanted by silica 

phenol to keep away from the effect of warmth on metal part. Nozzle thickness has been 

diminished to 7 mm. Nozzle and throat parts were made by single part to lessen the 

weight. The help ring material was changed. The ignition gasses are delivered by 

consuming fuels and the fumes gasses from the nozzle at hypersonic speeds with 

increased temperature influencing the metal piece of the rocket engine. To oppose the 

high temperature, C-SiC material was employed in the altered nozzle with diminishing 

thickness. The investigation result demonstrated that the changed rocket nozzle with 7 

mm thickness indicated change in the strong rocket. 

7. Conclusions 

The rocket nozzle is designed and analyzed with CAD/CAE tools and the thermal 

characteristics were studied. Based on the work the following inferences were made: 

 The nozzle wall thickness is reduced to 7 mm hence the weigh was reduced  
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 The existing material in the nozzle is replaced by carbon fibre reinforced silicon 

carbide. Thus it can withstand the temperature up to 25,000 º C. 

 The existing insulation material is replaced by silica phenolic.  Hence the metal part 

of rocket motor does not get affected due to high temperature.  
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